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A B S T R A C T

The MASCOT system is a dexterous tele-manipulator robot which is well established and proven through
thousands of successful hours of operation in remote reconfiguration of the Joint European Torus (JET) tokamak.
The system is well suited to the types of complex remote maintenance tasks that will be found in fusion devices
such as JET, ITER, and DEMO in the future. Over the past 3 years, a programme of work has been undertaken to
upgrade the MASCOT system, which has been driven primarily by the need to replace obsolete components and
improve reliability. The quality of the tele-manipulator system's performance can be defined in terms of
transparency and fidelity, which can be further attributed to system parameters such as bandwidth, reflected
inertia, friction components, current sensitivity, and transmission smoothness. As the required performance is
extremely demanding, significant analysis and optimisation has been required in order to approach a suitable
solution. We present the state of the MASCOT Version 6 technology including, for the first time, an overview of
the system design and features as well as the design and results of performance characterisation simulations and
experiments. The state of the programme, and plans for future work will also be presented.

1. Introduction

Mascot is a two-armed master-slave tele-manipulator robot with
seven degrees of freedom per arm. This system is routinely used for
remote maintenance and reconfiguration of the JET tokamak experi-
mental fusion reactor at Culham, UK [1]. Its role is to maintain the
inside of the reactor vessel without the need for manned entry, and it
has played a key role in vital experimental configuration [2] and di-
agnostic calibration [3] tasks. The master and slave movements are
linked by a force-reflecting servo-system, giving the operator haptic
feedback when doing remote work. The slave is typically attached to an
articulated, snaking robotic boom, which transports it to the work area.
The system is dexterous, having high sensitivity at both ends, and hence
being a high-transparency and high-fidelity tele-manipulator robot.

The master is typically located in a control room from which the
operator-controlled input actions provide the motion that the slave will
replicate. Mascot version 4.5 [4] is currently in use at the Joint Eur-
opean Torus (JET) experimental nuclear fusion facility (Fig. 1). The
Mascot 6 project, funded by the JET Operating Contract (JOC), was
initiated to address reliability and availability issues arising as a result
of obsolete technologies. In particular, the Mascot actuators are based
around obsolete 2-phase AC induction motors, which are to be replaced
with actuators based on modern, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)

Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motors (PMSMs) which have proble-
matic properties including higher rotor inertia and higher torque ripple
compared with the original motors. As a consequence of its highly
coupled, monolithic design, combined with years of modifications the
entire Mascot 4.5 control system, including servo amplifiers, con-
trollers, software and HMI required redesign.

This has required substantial re-engineering, and as such has pre-
sented an opportunity for modernisation and improvement to the
system. Due to the absence of detailed specification documentation,
combined with highly challenging performance requirements, sig-
nificant work has been carried out in order to characterize existing
system performance, as well as evaluating the comparative perfor-
mance of prototype systems. In order to achieve this, a number of ex-
perimental procedures were developed, and two dedicated test rigs
were designed and constructed. Sensitivity tests were conducted in
order to assign budgets from the overall performance requirement to
individual components and parameters.

This paper presents the current state of the design, along with de-
tails of the test processes that have been used to characterize existing
and prototype systems, along with results.
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2. System architecture

A full architectural design has been carried out which includes
structural, behavioural, and physical definitions of the system, at the
top-level (full system) as well as drilling down into internals of key
subsystems such as the new control hardware (Fig. 2).

Although the requirement is primarily related to achieving equiva-
lent performance with the existing system, the adoption of modern
good-practices and constraints of available technologies have led to a
substantial deviation from the previous system design. In particular, the
significant differences between the requirements of master and slave
actuators have led to a divergence of design concepts between the two,
providing opportunities for performance improvements and cost re-
duction. This includes difference in position sensors used (encoders in
master vs. resolvers in slave), and direct-drive motors in the master vs.
geared motors in the slave. Use of modern, readily available motor
technology PMSMs has introduced a new, and significant challenge
which must be overcome.

The software system is based on VxWorks and Linux, and im-
plemented using the RACE CorteX control system framework, thus al-
lowing for significant flexibility in capabilities and collaboration with
other devices and software. Control algorithms and computer-assisted
teleoperations include those present in version 4 [5], with some

additions.
Other key aspects of the system architecture include the use of an

EtherCAT bus for distribution of controlled devices. This is extended by
fiber link between the master and slave controllers, allowing for a high-
speed, real-time, communication system that is able to distribute the
teleoperation system over significant distances.

Building on the existing safety systems, a Master operator safety
scheme is implemented, including safety-rated speed monitoring fol-
lowing methods from ISO/TS 15066 on collaborative robotics [6].

3. Modelling & simulation

A simplified single joint bilateral system has been mathematically
modelled and a variety of simulations and analysis performed on the
model including comparisons between the Mascot 4 and Mascot 6 de-
signs and parameter sensitivity. Deriving the equations of motion yields
the equations below which define the dynamics of the master and slave
respectively:
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where ncontrol is the configurable torque multiplication factor in the
control system, θ1 and θ2 are the master and slave positions respec-
tively, Jmac and Jsac are the master and slave actuator inertias, Jma and
Jsa are the master and slave arm inertias, nmasterGB and nslaveGB are the
master and slave gear ratios, narm is the arm transmission ratio, Kcs and
Bcs are the control system stiffness and damping parameters, Bmvf is the
master viscous friction coefficient.

Transforming into a state space form yields the matrices below. B is
altered as needed depending on the test.

Fig. 1. The mascot master being used to replace components within the JET tokamak.

Fig. 2. Mascot 6 top-level design (physical view).
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